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Hand Protection  > Mechanic Gloves  > Impact Gloves

Style 4870
High visibility orange back, split  
leather palm.

 > Size: SM-XL 
 > Case Pack: 120 pair

4870 4870-DP

Style 4880
Synthetic leather with silicone  
dots/spandex, hook and loop  
adjustable closure.

 > Size: SM-XL 
 > Case Pack: 120 pair

4880

Style 4890
Mechanics glove, synthetic leather, 
reinforced palm for comfort, gel  
palm, spandex.

 > Size: SM-XL 
 > Case Pack: 120 pair

4890

Style 4891
Puncture and cut resistant glove. Cut level A6 that meets ANSI/ISEA 105-2016  
and CE EN-388 4. This high impact TPR that is Impact resistant is also High vis  
for working visibility in dark areas. Reinforced between thumb and index finger. 
Adjustable knit cuff with hook and loop closure including a padded palm with  
foam nitrile coating. Components comply with all FDA food regulations.

4891: Narrow TPR
4891-W: Extra wide TPR
4891-S: Sewn in TPR padding
4891-SFD: Sewn in TPR padding, fully dipped
4891-I: Insulated blend of acrylic and other engineered fibers

 > Size: XSM-4XL  
 > Case Pack: 72 pair

4891 4891-W

4891-S 4891-SFD 4891-I

Style 4870-DP
High visibility orange back, double split 
leather palm.

 > Size: SM-2XL 
 > Case Pack: 120 pair

Style 4885-L
Puncture and cut resistant glove. Cut level  
A6 that meets ANSI/ISEA 105-2016 and CE 
EN-388 4. Soft, sewn flexible TPR padding 
to protect fingers and back of hand from 
impact. High vis for working visibility in dark 
areas with padded palm with foam nitrile 
coating and reinforced between thumb and  
index finger.

 > Size: XSM-3XL 
 > Case Pack: 72 pair

Style 4872
Double palm goat leather, black nylon 
back with hook and loop adjustable 
closure. 

 > Size: SM-3XL 
 > Case Pack: 72 pair

Style 4875
Magnetic glove, synthetic leather, flexible 
polyester fabric, soft pad impact points, 
hook and loop closure, color code options 
available. 

 > Size: SM-2XL 
 > Case Pack: 72 pair

4872

4875

4885-L
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